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local Structure of Alkaline-Earth Boroaluminate Crystals and
Glasses: I, Crystal Chemical Concepts-Structural
Predictions and Comparisons to Known Crystal Structures
Bruce C. Bunker,* R. James Kirkpatrick,*’ and Richard K. Brow*’*
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87 185;
Department of Geology, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801

This paper presents a model which predicts glass structures
based on local charge balance considerations. The model is
shown to be consistent with known structures of borate, aluminate, and boroaluminate crystals and predicts that boroaluminate glasses should contain 3- and 4-coordinate boron,
4-, 5,and 6-coordinate aluminum, and oxygens coordinated
to one, two, three, and perhaps even four network-forming
cations. The predicted glass structures are more complex
than previous models for boroaluminate glasses, explaining
the solid-state NMR data for the boroaluminate glasses discussed in Part 11. [Key words: borates, aluminoborates,
glass, models, structure.]

there are several possible nearest-neighbor (NN) and nextnearest-neighbor (NNN) bonding environments for both
cations and anions. In Part I of this paper, we describe a
simple conceptual model for oxide structures based on local
charge balance considerations which can be used to rationalize local bonding configurations in both crystalline and glassy
boroaluminates. We show that this simple model is consistent
with known boroaluminate crystal structures. In Part 1130 we
present results obtained via IlB and 27AlNMR spectroscopy
of boroaluminate glasses which indicate that our local charge
model provides a self-consistent picture for the structure of
these glasses. We will explain how the model can be used to
help assign 27AlNMR peaks and rationalize changes in relative peak intensities with changing glass composition.

I. Introduction

M

glasses, including boroaluminates, are generally assumed to consist of random networks formed by oxygens bridging two network-forming cations such as B3+ or
A13+. Most glass structural
assume that in B 2 0 3
glass, all boron is present in neutral sites in which B3+is coordinated to three oxygens. As modifier cations such as alkali
and alkaline-earth cations are added, it is assumed that all
modifiers are charge compensated by the creation of anionic,
tetrahedrally coordinated boron sites at low modifier contents
and by the formation of nonbridging oxygens at high modifier
contents. For Al-containing glasses, it is generally assumed
that A1 in neutral sites is 6-coordinate, whereas anionic
Al sites (charge compensated by modifier cations) are all
4-coordinate.
Interestingly, structures of borate,’-14 a l ~ m i n a t e , ’ ~and
-~~
boroal~minate~
crystals
~ - ~ ~ exhibit a wider range of local coordination geometries than is commonly attributed to glasses
containing B and Al. In these crystalline phases, oxygens are
commonly bonded to three network-forming cations, and A1
is coordinated to five as well as four and six oxygens. Fourcoordinate aluminum cations are found in modifier-free materials such as 2 B 2 0 3 .9AI2O3.” In addition, structural
information obtained for boroaluminate glasses via techniques such as solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
s p e c t r o s ~ o p yare
~ ~not consistent with classical glass structure
models.
From a glass structure perspective, boroaluminate glasses
provide an opportunity to investigate the principles which
control atomic structural environments in materials in which
OST
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11. Glass Structure Model

(1) Model Rationale-Relative Site Stabilities
The basis for our simple structural model is that the bonding requirements of oxygens in the structure must be satisfied. Chemical bonding in oxides is complex, involving both
ionic and covalent interactions. For simplicity, we consider
oxides to consist of metal cations bonded to oxygen anions. In
this picture, oxygens come closest to having their bonding
requirements satisfied if the sum of the positive charges donated to each oxygen by bonding to NN cations is +2, exactly
neutralizing the formal charge on oxygen of -2. The charge
donated by different cations is evaluated using Brown and
Shannon bond strength^,^' given in valence units (VU’s),
which have been proven useful in rationalizing proposed crystal structures and in investigating 29Si NMR chemical
shift^.^'^^^ For many small cations, average VU’s are simply
the charge divided by the coordination number for the cation
VU’s are 1.0 for B(3) and
as in Pauling’s second r ~ l e . Typical
3~
Si(4), 0.75 for B(4) and A1(4), 0.6 for A1(5), and 0.5 for Al(6).
Larger cations such as alkalis and alkaline earths have much
lower VU’s (typically 0.1 to 0.4) due to their higher coordination and lower charge. We will use the typical values, ignoring second-order effects due to variations in interatomic
distances.
Consider first the charge donated to the oxygens by just the
network formers, here B and A1 in any coordination (Table I).
If the VU sum is + 2 , the bonding requirements of oxygen are
exactly satisfied, resulting in a stable bonding configuration.
If the V U sum is greater than + 2 , the oxygen is overbonded
(positively charged) and relatively unstable. If the sum is less
than +2, the oxygen is underbonded (negatively charged), but
can be stabilized by coordination to one or more modifier
(large) cations such as the alkaline earths.
The rules used to evaluate the stability of possible oxygen
bonding configurations based on V U values are the following:
(1) The net charge on oxygen cannot be positive. We use
Brown and Shannon’s3’criterion that the VU sum cannot exceed 2.2 (10% excess charge on oxygen). Charge imbalances
of this magnitude can be accommodated by changing inter-
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Table I. Typical Brown and Shannon3' Bond Strengths to
Oxygens for the Possible Coordinations by A1 and B in
Boroaluminate Structures*
CdtlOnS
coordinating
oxygen5

cvu'

Chdrge on
oxygen

Overhonded, disdllowed

B(3)-B(3)-B(3)*'
B(3)-B(3)-AlB(4)
B(3)-B(3)-A1(5)
B(3)-B( 3)-Al( 6)
B(3)-AIB(4)-AlB(4)
B(3)-AlB(4)-A1(5)
B(3)-AlB(4)-A1(6)
AIB(4)-AlB( 4)-AIB( 4)

+3.0
+2.75
+2.6
+2.5
+2.5
+2.35
+2.25
+ 2.25

+1.0
+0.75
+0.6
+0.5
+0.5
+0.35
+0.25
+0.25

Slightly overbonded, dllowed, but less stable t h d n neutral sites

B(3)-AI( 5)-Al( 5)

Al(6)-A1(6)-Al(5)-A1(5)'
B(3)-Al(5)-Al(6)
AIB(4)-AIB(4)-A1(5)
Al(6)-Al(6)-Al( 6)-Al( 5)'
Al(h)-Al(6)-N(6)-Al(6)'

+2.2
+2.2
+2.1
+2.1
+2.1
+2.0

+0.2
+0.2
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
0

+2.0
+2.0
+ 2.0

0
0
0

Neutral

B(3)-B(3)
B(3)-AI( 6)-Al( 6)
AlB(4)-AIB(4)-Al(6)

Nedr neutral, less Stdbk

AlB(4)-AI(5)-A1(5)
AIB(4)-A1(5)-A1(6)
A1(5)-A1(5) -A1(5)

+1.95

+ 1.85
+1.8

-0.05
-0.15
-0.2

Underbonded, cdn be cornpenscited by modifiers, allowed

AIB(4)-Al( 6)-Al(6)
B(3)-AIB(4)
Al(5)-Al(5)-AI( 6)

+ 1.75

Al(5)-Al(6)-Al(6)

+1.6

B(3)-N5)
Al(6)-Al(6)-Al( 6)
B(3)-A1(6)
AIB(4)-AIB( 4)
AIB(4)-Al( 5)
AIB(4)-Al(6)
A1(5)-Al(5)
M(5)-d(6)

+ 1.5

N61-fit6)

B(3)nbo

+1.75
+1.7
+1.6

+1.5
+1.5
+ 1.35
+ 1.25
+1.2
+1.1
+ 1.0
+1.0

Underbonded, highly unlikely

AlB(4)nbo
A(5)nbo
Al(6)nbo

if

-0.25
-0.25
- 0.3
-0.4
-0.4
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.65
-0.75
-0.8
-0.9
- 1.0

-1.0

B present

+0.75
+0.6
+0.5

- 1.25
-1.4
-1.5

*Assumed bond strengths (valence units, VU): B(3) = 1.0. B(4) = 0.75,
Al(4) = 0.75, Al(5) = 0.6, Al(6) = 0.5. 'Other O(4) units are not listed as they
are seriously overbonded. *Valence units.

atomic distances and angles (changing s and p or (T and
m- character of the bonds.)
(2) T h e net charge on oxygen due to coordination to
network-forming cations can be substantially negative, but
only if the oxygen is also coordinated to modifier cations to
neutralize its charge.
(3) Thc oxide will consist of a mixture of structural units
which minimizes the anionic character (i.e., the excess negative charge when only the effects of network formers are considered) on the greatest number of oxygens. As the modifier
content increases, the structure will contain oxygens having
progressively higher anionic character.
(4) Modifier cations with higher ionic potential (proportional to formal ionic chargeiionic radius, Z/r) can help stabilize oxygens with greater anionic character.
(5) The maximum coordination number for oxygen, including modifier cations, is 4, which is the highest coordination commonly found in borate and boroaluminate crystals.
Possible oxygen sites and relative site stabilities under the
assumptions listed above appear in Table 1. In Table I, and in

the rcst of the discussion, oxygens are identified on the basis
of coordination to network-forming cations. B(3) and B(4)
refer to trigonally and tetrahedrally coordinated Bit; A1(4),
A1(5), and Al(6) refer to aluminum cations bonded to four,
five, and six oxygens; AlB(4) refers to a tetrahedral cation
which could be either Al or B; nbo stands for a nonbridging
oxygen (also abbreviated O(1)). Oxygens bonded to two,
three, and four cations arc designated as 0(2), 0(3), and
0(4), respectively (Fig. 1).
Additional constraints on any proposed glass structure are
that the bonding requirements of Al and B must be satisfied
simultaneously with those of 0 and that the net negative
chargc on all oxygens must balance the positive charge of thc
modifier cations. The A1 and B bonding requirements are
evaluated by cxamining the stoichiometric formula for a
given composition. For example, for the formula MAIBOI
(where M is a divalent modifier cation), if the structure contains only Al(6) and B(3), the four oxygens in the formula
unit must be bonded to a total of 6 + 3 = 9 cations. Combinations of oxygen types producing a total of nine bonds for
the four oxygens include 1 O(3) + 3 O(2) or 2 O(3) + O(2) f
O(1). Within the allowed subset of oxygen combinations, the
net number of bonds to Al and B must be correct. In the
above example for the 2 O(3) + O(2) + O(1) combination, if
both O(3)sites are bonded to 1 B(3) and 2 Al(6) (abbreviated
B(3)-A1(6)-A1(6), see Fig. l), and if the nonbridging oxygen
O(1) is on B(3), the O(2) site must be an A1(6)-0-A1(6) (abbreviated A1(6)-A1(6)) site in order to have a total of six
bonds to A1 and three bonds to B for the four-oxygen set.
(2) Model Example-MA1BO4
To illustrate the model, we now describe the complete local
charge analysis of possible structures for the aluminoborate
composition MA1B04. The analysis considers coordination
geometries B(3), B(4), A1(4), A1(5), A1(6), 0(4), 0(3), 0(2),
and O(1) (nbo's). The analysis starts by considering oxygen
site types which are possible assuming known coordination
geometries for both B and Al. (In a glass, mixtures of the
combinations listed below could coexist.) The six possible
combinations of B and Al geometries are B(3) + A1(4),
B(3) + A1(6), B(4) + A1(4), B(4) + A1(6), B(3) A1(5), and
B(4) + Al(5). Each of the possible combinations leads to a
limited set of probable combinations for the four oxygens in
the formula unit MAIB04 as described below.
(A) B(3) + AE(4): T h e MAIB04 formula contains four
oxygens which must be associated with three 0-B and four
0-Al bonds for a total of seven bonds. The first step in the
analysis is to determine how the seven bonds can be distributed among 0(3), 0(2), and 0(1) sites by counting the
total number of bonds associatcd with each possible oxygen

+
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Fig. 1. Schematic representations of possible oxygen sites in
boroaluminate structures using the nomenclature described in
the text.
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distribution. Four O(3) sites cannot be present, because this
distribution requires 12 bonds (4 x 3) to network-forming
cations, but only 7 can exist for the system. Combinations
which are possible for oxygen (yielding seven bonds) are
1 O(4) + 3 0(1),3 O(2) + 0(1),and O(3) + O(2) + 2 O(1).
However, Table I shows that there are no O(4) or O(3) units
which can be constructed using B(3) and Al(4) which are not
substantially overbonded and therefore unstable. Therefore,
the only viable combination of oxygens is 3 O(2) + O(1).
The final step in the analysis is determining which cations
are associated with each oxygen type. The minimum local
charge (Table I) results if the 0(1)is on B(3). The three O(2)
oxygens which remain must have two bonds to B(3) and four
bonds to Al(4) to satisfy the coordination requirements for
each cation. For example, all three O(2)’s cannot be Al-0-A1
groups, because this combination would contain six A1-0
bonds, whereas only four are allowed. Using this analysis,
two oxygen combinations are allowed: 2 B(3)-A1(4) + Al(4)Al(4) + B(3)nbo or B(3)-B(3) + 2 A1(4)-A1(4) + B(3)nbo. In
these combinations, the number of “satisfied oxygens is estimated by counting the total number of oxygens having a net
charge of less than -0.5. The B(3)-A1(4) sites are “satisfied”
with a charge of -0.25, while the other oxygens are not.
Therefore, of t h e combinations listed above, 2B(3)Al(4) A1(4)-A1(4)
B(3)nbo is preferred because it has
two “satisfied” oxygens, whereas the other combination has
only one.
(B) B(3) + Al(6): For this cation combination, there
must be a total of nine bonds to oxygens. Oxygen eombinations satisfying the net bonding requirement are 1 O(4) +
1 O(3) + 2 0(1),2 O(3) + O(2) + 0(1), and O(3) + 3 O(2).
The only O(3)units which are either neutral or anionic, satisfying local charge requirements, are B(3)-A1(6)-A1(6) and
A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6). Similarly, the only allowed O(4) unit is
A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6). With these constraints, the most
stable oxygen combinations (with two satisfied oxygens)
meeting the bonding requirements of both B(3) and Al(6) are
A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6)-Al(6) + B(3)-A1(6)-A1(6) + 2 B(3)nbo,
2 B(3)-A1(6)-A1(6) + A1(6)-A1(6) + B(3)nbo, and B(3)A1(6)-A1(6) + B(3)-B(3) + 2 A1(6)-A1(6). Allowed but less
stable combinations (one or zero satisfied oxygens) include
B(3)-B(3) + 2 A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6) + B(3)nbo and 3 B(3)Al(6) + Al(6)-A1(6) -A1(6).
(C) B(4) + Al(6): Here, the four oxygens must have ten
bonds to cations, requiring 2 O(4) + 2 0(1), O(4) + O(3) +
O(2) 0(1),O(4) + 3 0(2), 2 O(3) + 2 0(2), or 3 O(3) +
O(1). However, since local charge arguments show that B(4)
should convert to B(3) in favor of creating nbo’s on either B(4)
or A1(6), no combinations with O(1) are allowed. For the
2 O(3) + 2 O(2) configuration, the only combination of oxygens meeting cation bonding requirements and containing
“satisfied” oxygens (two oxygens are satisfied) is 2 B(4)-B(4)Al(6) + 2 A1(6)-A1(6). For the other combination, the only
stable O(4) has 4 A1(6)’s, leading to two distributions with
A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6)-Al(6): one with 2 B(4)-B(4) + A1(6)-A1(6),
and one with B(4)-B(4) + 2 B(4)-A1(6). Both O(4) combinations contain one stable oxygen.
(0) B(4) + AZ(4): Oxygen combinations supplying the
correct number (8) of bonds to cations are O(4) + O(2) +
2 0(1),4 0(2), O(3) + 2 O(2) + 0(1),and 2 O(3) + 2 O(1).
However, for B(4) + Al(4) combinations, O(4)’s and O(3)’s
are substantially overbonded (net charge = +1.0 and +0.25,
respectively), O(1)’s are substantially underbonded (net
charge = -1.25), and neither is allowed. The O(2) combinations 2 B(4)-B(4) + 2 A1(4)-A1(4), B(4)-B(4) + 2 B(4)Al(4) + A1(4)-A1(4), and 4 B(4)-A1(4) are all allowed.
However, all of the above oxygens have net charge of -0.5,
so no oxygens are “satisfied’ in any of the above combinations, making the B(4) + Al(4) combination less likely than
combinations (1) to (3) above.
(E) B(3) or B(4) + Al(5): An analysis similar to those
described above indicates that no O(4)’s are allowed for Al(5)

+

+

+
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with either B(3) or B(4). For B(3) + A1(5), the most probable
combination (two oxygens “satisfied’) is B(3)-A1(5)-A1(5) +
A1(5)-A1(5)-A1(5) + 2 B(3)nbo, with other possible combinations including B(3)-A1(5)-Al(S) + B(3)-A1(5) + Al(5)Al(5) + B(3)nbo, A1(5)-A1(5)-A1(5) + 2 B(3)-A1(5) +
B(3)nbo, and (least likely, with no satisfied oxygens) 3 B(3)Al(5) + A1(5)-A1(5). For B(4) + A1(5), both allowed combinations (A1(5)-Al(S)-AI(5) + B(4)-B(4) + 2 B(4)-A1(5) and
B(4)-A1(5)-A1(5) + 3 B(4)-AI(S)) have one satisfied oxygen,
making the combinations less likely than the most stable B(3),
Al(5) combination.
The above analysis suggests that local bonding eonfigurations of B(3) A1(4), A1(5), and A1(6), and B(4) + Al(6)
should be allowed for the composition MAIBO,. A further
refinement of the preferred oxygen site distribution can be
made by considering the ionic potential (valence/ionic radius,
Z/r) of the modifier cation. Low ionic potential cations (e.g.,
Sr2+)should favor distributions in which most oxygens have
about the same local charge, such as 2 B(3)-A1(4) + Al(4)Al(4) + B(3)nbo, whereas high field strength cations such as
Mg should favor a mixture of sites containing sites which are
more highly anionic (compensating the Mg) plus sites which
are near neutral, such as 2 B(4)-B(4)-A1(6) + 2 A1(6)-A1(6).
(Note that both distributions yield a net charge on all oxygens
of -2.) The predictions of the local charge model are consistent with the structures reported for MAIB04 crystals. Structures of both M = Ca and Sr ~ r y s t a l s * ~contain
* * ~ 2 B(3)Al(4) + A1(4)-A1(4) + B(3)nbo, and the structure of
MgA1B027 contains 2 B(4)-B(4)-A1(6) + 2 A1(6)-A1(6).
The above constraints can be used to predict the most stable
set of oxygen coordinations expected for any crystalline or
glassy boroaluminate composition. For example, the model
predicts that for crystalline CaA12B207,the seven oxygens in
the formula unit should consist of 6 B(3)-0-A1(4) + 1 Al(4)0-A1(4), and that no O(3) units or nonbridging oxygens
should be present. This prediction corresponds exactly to the
observed structure.*’ Predictions of preferred structures for
different compositions are given in Table I1 along with listings of actual structures where known. However, before
discussing boroaluminate structures, we describe some predictions for the simpler borate and aluminate systems.

+

(3) Borate Crystals and Glasses
Strict application of the VU model predicts that all oxygens
in borate glasses should be either O(2) or O(1). No 3-coordinate oxygens are allowed, because oxygens bonded to any
combinations of 3 B(3)’s or B(4)’s have charges ranging from
+1.0 to +0.25 and are thus substantially overbonded
(Table I). With increasing modifier content, the general predicted sequence of appearance of anionic (underbonded) oxygens is
B(3)-B(4)

+

B(4)-B(4)

-+

B(3)nbo + B(4)nbo

For many modifiers, the order is consistent with the observed
trends in crystal structures’ in going from B 2 0 3to pentaborates to triborates to diborates to metaborates to pyroborates
and finally to orthoborates. This sequence is also consistent
with current structural models for borate glasses based on
‘“B NMR data.“’
While our model generally predicts the most stable crystal
structures for borates, deviations from the predictions are
known for high-pressure phases or phases containing modifier cations with high ionic potentials. For example, while the
most stable phase of CaB204(phase I”) has the metaborate
structure ( 2 B(3)-B(3) + 2 B(3)nbo) predicted to be optimal
by our model, three other metastable structures have been
observed, depending on the synthesis pressure. The highest
pressure phase (phase IV’*) contains only B(4)-B(4) oxygens,
which are predicted to be relatively less stable in our model.
CuB204,containing the high ionic potential cation Cu*+,has
the same structure” as phase IV. While most diborates
(MB407) have the 6 B(3)-B(4) + B(4)-B(4) structure pre-
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dicted to be most stable by our model, thc Pb and Sr diborates
have an unusual structureJ4 in which all borons are tetrahedral and two oxygens are trigonally coordinated. In our
model, the B(4)-B(4)-B(4) oxygens in this structure are
slightly overbonded (net charge = +0.25) and are predicted
to be relatively unstable. The above examples illustrate that
while our local charge model is useful for predicting structures, it is not infallible.
(4) Aluminate Crystals and Glasses

In contrast to borates, aluminates with low modifier content should contain many O(3)units, with the most stable being the neutral site A1(4)-A1(4)-A1(6) (Table I). The O(4) site
A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6) could be present. Sites involving
Al(5) should also be common, with other stable units being
A1(4)-A1(5)-A1(5), A1(4)-A1(4)-A1(5), and A1(5)-A1(5)-A1(5).
The coexistence of A1(4), A1(5), and Al(6) in aluminates with
low modifier content is born out in crystalline CaO .6A1203,
which is reported to contain all three coordinations." Al(5) is
also present in crystalline aluminosilicates (A13Si05, and a l ~ s i t e and
~ ~ )boroalurninates (2B203.9Al2OjZ3).
We believe
that Al(5) does not occur more often in crystals because it is
difficult to create ordered arrays of oxygens to accommodate
it. This restriction is lifted in amorphous materials, in which
Al(5) should be common. Al(5) has been reported to be
present i n amorphous alumina films,36 aluminosilicate
gla~ses,'~
and aluminophosphate glasses.3*
As the modifier content in aluminates increases, O(3) and
O(4) units are predicted to be replaced by 0(2)'s, and Al(6)
and Al(5) should be replaced by AI(4)'s until the major structural units are interconnected A1(4)-0-A1(4) sites as in crystalline CaAI2O4.2L At even higher modifier contents, a
complete structural analysis indicates that networks containing A1(4)-0-A1(4) units and nbo's on Al(4) units should be
preferred, as in crystalline Ca3A1206.22
Raman spectra of calcium aluminate glassesL6show that nbo's appear around
Ca/AI of 0.5, consistent with our analysis.
The crystal structures of MA1204 (M = Mg or Ca) illustrate the effects of the modifier cation on local structure.
When every aluminum is octahedral, the local charge analysis yields the spinel structure (seen in the MgAI2O4crystal) in
which all oxygens are A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6). When all the aluminums are tetrahedral, the local charge analysis yields a
structure in which only A1(4)-A1(4) oxygens are present, corresponding to the CaA1204 crystal structure." The local
charge model predicts that both structures should have equal
stability, since all oxygens in both structures have a charge of
-0.5. The observed crystal structures indicate that, as in the
borate case, modifier cations with greater Z/r tend to favor
structures with higher cation and oxygen coordination
numbers, even for structures predicted to have equivalent
stability.
(5) Boroaluminate Crystals and Glasses
Boroaluminates can potentially contain all the oxygen sites
of both borate and aluminatc structures, and in addition oxygens bonded to both B and A1 (Table I). 0(4), 0(3), and O(2)
sites are allowed for the boroaluminates as for the aluminates. Two additional neutral sites predicted to be stable in
boroaluminates are B(3)-A1(6)-A1(6) and B(4)-B(4)-A1(6).
Both sites occur in crystalline boroaluminates, the first in
AlB0324and the second in MgA1B04." The B(3)-A1(5)-A1(6)
site is also predicted to be very stable. Thus, as in aluminate
compositions with low modifier contents, A1(4), A1(5), and
Al(6) should bc stable in boroaluminates of low modifier content. All three coordinations occur in crystalline 2 B z 0 3.
9A1203.2'A1(4), A1(5), and Al(6) are also predicted to be stable
in anionic boroaluminate sites such as B(3)-A1(4), B(3)-A1(5),
and B(3)-A1(6) with net charges of -0.25, -0.4, and -0.5,
respectively. All three anionic sites are easily charge compcnsated by modifier cations.
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Charge balance considerations indicate that the ionic POtential of the modifier cation should also affect the distribution of anionic oxygen sites in the boroaluminates.
Ca (typical VU = 0.25) exactly neutralizes the B(3)-A1(4)
site, but not the B(3)-A1(5) site, which is thus predicted to be
less stable in calcium boroaluminate glasses. Mg (typical
VU = 0.33) causes slight overbonding when charge compensating the B(3)-A1(4) oxygen and slight underbonding for the
B(3)-A1(5) oxygen. Thus, the two sites are predicted to have
similar stabilities in magnesium boroaluminate glasses, leading to higher relative concentrations of Al(5) in Mg compositions than Ca compositions as ~ b s e r v e d . ~This
"
example
illustrates the point (see Model Rationale) that increasing the
ionic potential on the modifier cation tends to concentrate
negative charge on more local sites, which in boroaluminate
glasses increases the concentration of Al(5) and Al(6) relative
to Al(4).
Application of charge balance models to the boroaluminates can be illustrated by relisting the local oxygen site distributions predicted to be stable for the composition MAIB04:
(a) 2 B(3)-A1(4) + A1(4)-A1(4) + B(3)nbo and (b) 2 B(4)A1(6)-A1(6) + 2 A1(6)-A1(6), (c) A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6)-A1(6) +
B(3)-A1(6)-A1(6) + 2 B ( 3 ) n b o , ( d ) 2 B(3)-A1(6)Al(6) + A1(6)-A1(6) + B(3)nbo, (e) B(3)-B(3) + B(3)-A1(6)Al(6) + 2 A1(6)-A1(6), a n d ( f ) B(3)-A1(5)-A1(5) +
A1(5)41(5)-A1(5)
2 B(3)nbo.
Six points of interest emerge from this analysis:
(1) The analysis correctly predicts observed crystal structures. Combination (a) corresponds to the structures of
CaA1BO4and SrA1B04,28and combination (b) corresponds to
the structure of MgA1B04.27In an amorphous phase, these
two structures and those containing Al(5) should coexist,
helping explain why the Bishop and Bray3 prediction that A1
should only be in 4-coordination at high modifier contents is
not realized (see Part I13").
(2) Combination (b) contains two oxygens with a charge
of -1, whereas combination (a) has only one highly anionic
oxygen. The greater charge localization in combination (b) is
predicted to be more stable for modifier cations with greater
ionic potentials. Because combination (b) contains Al(6)
rather than A1(4), the model predicts that Al(6) should gain
stability relative to Al(4) in Mg-containing glasses relative to
Ca-containing glasses. This prediction is in agreement with
the above crystal structures and with the higher Al(6) concentrations observed in magnesium boroaluminate glasses?'
(3) Favored oxygen units in boroaluminate glasses tend to
contain bonds to both Al and B, indicating that the glasses
should not phase separate into aluminate- and borate-rich
volumes. We see no evidence of phase contrast indicative of
phase separation in transmission electron micrographs of our
boroaluminate glasses, in agreement with the observations of
other workers6
(4) A wide range of anionic sites can be present in boroaluminates. Such sites are not limited to nbo's and oxygens
bonded to B(4) and Al(4) as usually assumed, but can also
contain Al(5) and Al(6) (Table I). Conversely, the presence of
B(4) or Al(4) in a site does not necessarily guarantee that the
site will be anionic (e.g., the site B(4)-B(4)-A1(6)).
(5) Proposed structures containing Al(4) sites with either
4 Al(4) or 4 B(4) NNN are expected to be unstable relative to
combinations (a) and (b) above because all of the oxygens are
substantially underbonded in such structures and generate net
site charges of - 2 . Known crystalline boroaluminates do not
contain such units. Calcium aluminates can contain such
structures, but only because no boron is present to produce
more stable, less underbonded structures. Elimination of unlikely structures is an important feature of our local charge
model, as will become apparent in Part 11'; where we analyze
27Aland "B NMR results.
(6) As shown in Part 11, this analysis provides guidelines for
predicting how crystal and glass structures should depend on
composition which are consistent with all known NMR results.
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Summary

A local charge model has been developcd to provide qualitative predictions concerning borate, aluminate, and boroaluminate glass structures. For crystalline compounds, the model
successfully predicts structures out to the next-nearestneighbor level for most compounds examined. For boroaluminatc glasses, the model indicates local bonding configurations
expected to stabilize boron cations coordinated to three or
four oxygens, aluminum cations coordinated to four, five,
or six oxygens, and oxygens coordinated to one, two, three,
or possibly four network-forming cations. The model differs
from previous models of glass structure in that it allows for
significant Al(5) concentrations, large concentrations of 3-coordinate oxygens in neutral sites such as B(3)-A1(6)-A1(6) and
B(4)-B(4)-A1(6), and anionic sites such as B(3)-A1(6) which
are not associated with B(4), A1(4), or nonbridging oxygens.
The model also predicts that changing the ionic potential of
modifier cations should change the site distribution in both
crystals and glasses, with high ionic potential cations promoting the stability of higher coordination numbers around both
network-forming cations and oxygen anions. We believe that
the general approach used to evaluate the relative probabilities of different local bonding configurations should be applicable to many composition families, explaining phenomena
such as the aluminum-avoidance rule in alumin~silicates.’~
In
Part 11,3”we use our model to provide qualitative predictions
concerning the composition dependence of site populations
in boroaluminate glasses which are in agreement with both
NMR peak intensities and chemical shifts.
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